GD Thinking:
Alternative Grids

Populating a grid. By laying down a series of lines based on a photo
of a tornado shape cut out of paper, the designer created a series of
increasingly dense grids. In subsequent interations, she added grid
lines to allow for typography and object placement. Designs: Ann Liu.

Paper-cut Tornado. Referencing the
iconic shape of the tornado, the designer
created a tornado out of cut paper and then
photographed it to create an alternative grid.

Alternative Grids

Final Poster. Aiming for the illusion of depth,
the designer applied gradients to
angled lines of type sitting on various grid
lines within the tornado. She added the
rainbow border as a nod to the technicolor
film from Wizard of Oz. Designs: Ann Liu.

Graphic designers use grids to structure and organize information in
newspapers, magazines, and websites. In this book, column grids help create
a cohesive look and feel. A single publication might employ different numbers
of columns from page to page or screen to screen, but the underlying modules
are consistent. Sometimes designers break the grid on purpose, but the grid
serves to guide most decisions about scale and placement.
Alternative grids can push the parameters of design to a more
experimental realm, enabling designers to explore new ways of arranging
content. Designed with different shapes and angles, alternative grids don’t
follow strict horizontal or vertical lines. They can be developed by looking at
everyday objects and images or by creating patterns or textures out of the
information being delivered. Rather than focus on efficiency, as would be the
case for newspapers, alternative grids serve to explore formal possibilities
of layout and typography. Isabel Uria
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For a collection of pattern-based
grids, see Carsten Nicolai, Grid Index
(Berlin: Die Gestalten Verlag, 2009).

How to Design Alternative Grids
01

Observe. Designers create
patterns and grids out of endless
sources, including the natural and
man-made worlds. Cityscapes,
architecture, trees, animals, weather
patterns, and rock formations are
among the inspirations. Explore the
environment around you, or look at
works of art and design.

02

Replicate. Take a photograph
or make a quick sketch of forms
that catch your attention. Later, look
for linear structures in the image. To
create the experimental poster here,
designer Ann Liu sketched a tornado.
She then abstracted the sketch into
a network of overlapping lines that
cover the entire surface of the page.

03

Organize. Begin arranging
typography and other elements in
response to the underlying pattern of
the grid. In addition to using the lines
to guide the placement of elements,
you can use them to cut, crop, distort,
and overlap. The grid becomes a
tool for open-ended play rather than
rational construction.
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Case Study
Amazon Posters

“All visual information and forms, whether illustration,
graphic design, painting, or architecture, are
comprised of two-dimensional grids and patterns,
much like the way that computer information is 
made up of zeroes and ones.” Carsten Nicolai

These typographic studies harvest text and data from Amazon
pages about specific books. The designers used alternative
grids to structure this found information.

View from the Top. The designer
used a street map of the setting
to structure text about Middlesex
(2007), by Jeffrey Eugenides.
Design: Krissi Xenakis.
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Face Grid. This poster about
Tibor Kalman’s classic monograph
Perverse Optimist (2000) uses a
grid derived from facial features.
Design: Chris McCampbell.
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Case Study
Tessellated Grids

Working the Angles. A triangular
grid underlies this digital montage.
Small base triangles combine to
form larger shapes. Fill colors
alternate to create depth. Design:
Molly Hawthorne.

A tessellation is a pattern of shapes covering a plane
with no overlaps or gaps and appears in traditional tile
work and decorative art. The lines in a tessellated
pattern can inspire multiple grids.

Folded-paper Tessellation. This
complex pleated-paper design
uses a geometric grid. Like all
of the patterns illustrated on this
spread, this pattern is a variation of
interlocking triangles. Original folded
paper design: Eric Gjerde. Paper
folding and photography: Isabel Uria.

Variations from a Tessellation.
Numerous geometric patterns can
be derived from an underlying set of
lines and shapes. Design: Isabel Uria.
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